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About This Video

Having completely exhausted the natural resources of the planet without having found suitable and practical solutions, various
world leaders decided to construct many automated, underground mega-complexes of “artificial sleep and life support” near the

largest civilian centers.

To preserve exhausted resources of the planet, millions of individuals were placed inside these systems and put into a state of
artificial sleep for an indefinite amount of time.

The planet, shrouded in a never-ending slumber, now finds itself in the pathway of a wandering, interplanetary creature, whose
emergency stopping brings an impenetrable stillness to the world.

The Xonasu, a One of such complexes, was torn apart by sharp, blazing fragments of multiple meteors. The area around the
Xonasu faltered - a wave of interruptions and failures rapidly swept through the heart of its systems ... and one of the errors,

accidentally launched the sequence, to awake the Supreme Operator of Xonasu.

A little later - all became quiet and still.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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exaella ova. exaella ova

First impression: ...a slow start
* very slow pacing
* very basic animation quality
(slow and stiff movement)
* many reused scenes
* selecting a different language doesn't replace
the original voice acting
(English language: >one< female voice-actress
repeats every Japanese word in English)
* no subtitles
* the synchronized version is sometimes hard to hear \/ understand

* somehow interesting storyline (very simple, mystery focused)
* interesting world
* good (dark) atmosphere
* good intro music
* additional 240p option (stream quality)
* ending \/ conclusion style:
 open ended, ...it's a game's prequel after all

AMV spotlight:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=84cL0BjMFeU

Final verdict: I recommend >to CONSIDER< renting this OVA.
(granted you >love< cyberpunk ...and are >very< tolerant regarding product quality)
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